Morphogenesis in animal tissues is largely driven by tensions of actomyosin 12 networks, generated by an active contractile process that can be reconstituted in 13 vitro. Although the network components and their properties are known, the 14 requirements for contractility are still poorly understood. Here, we describe a 15 theory that predicts whether an isotropic network will contract, expand, or 16 conserve its dimensions. This analytical theory correctly predicts the behavior of 17 simulated networks consisting of filaments with varying combinations of 18 connectors, and reveals conditions under which networks of rigid filaments are 19 either contractile or expansile. Our results suggest that pulsatility is an intrinsic 20 behavior of contractile networks if the filaments are not stable but turn over. The 21 theory offers a unifying framework to think about mechanisms of contractions or 22
expansion. It provides a foundation for the study of a broad range of processes 23
involving cytoskeletal networks, and a basis for designing synthetic networks. 24 INTRODUCTION 
26
Networks of cytoskeletal filaments display a variety of behaviors. A decisive 27 feature for the physiological role of networks is whether they contract or expand. 28
For instance, actomyosin cortices can contract, and the tensions thus created 29 determine the morphology of animal cells (Sanchez et al., 2011) . Conversely, the 30 mitotic spindle at anaphase is a network of microtubules that extends to segregate 31 the chromosomes. Such behaviors are essential, but we still lack an intuitive 32 understanding of how they come about, as it is difficult to extrapolate between the 33 microscopic level, where filaments are moved by molecular motors and restrained 34 by crosslinking elements, and the level of the entire system. Cytoskeletal filaments 35 and many of their associated factors are well characterized biochemically. With 36 sufficient knowledge of the relevant properties of the components of a particular 37 network, it should be possible to predict the network behavior. Traditional 38 approaches were particularly successful in predicting passive systems composed of 39 reticulated polymers (Wolff and Kroy, 2012) , and more recent developments in 40 active gel theories address networks containing molecular motors (Prost et al., 41 2015) . These latter theories however cannot explain the contractile or expansile 42 nature of the network, as it arises from microscopic interactions that are not networks can also be studied with computer simulations (Bidone et , but we miss a simpler approach that can make rapid predictions purely 50 based on analytical deduction. Such a theoretical framework would be particularly 51 valuable to classify the different behaviors that are seen experimentally. In search 52 for such a general theory, we chose initially to concentrate on the major factor 53 determining contraction of networks, that is the force created by molecular motors, 54 although we recognized that filament shortening could also lead to contractility 55 Salbreux et al., 2012), but each of these applies only to a particular system for which 73 it explains the behavior. We propose here a theory that describes general principles 74 of contractility and that can be applied to both microtubule and actin systems. We 75 also illustrate that contractile systems become pulsatile if filament turnover is 76 introduced in the model. 77
78

RESULTS
79
A Simple Theory Predicts the Behavior of Random Networks 80 Let us consider a disorganized set of filaments connected by active and 81 passive "connectors" made of two functional subunits ( Fig. 1A, B ). Possible passive 82
connectors are crosslinkers such as Ase1, Plastin, alpha-Actinin or Filamin, whereas 83 active connectors are oligomeric motors such as Myosin mini-filaments, Dynein 84 complexes, bivalent motors such as Kinesin-5 or Myosin VI. By walking along 85 filaments, bridging motors move the filaments relative to each other and change 86 the network. It is however not obvious a priori how the sum of their local effects will 87 influence the overall shape and size of the network. A computer can be used to 88 simulate the dynamics of a network, but because all biochemical parameters must 89 be specified in a simulation, only a finite set of conditions can be tested. We present 90
here an analytical theory that overcomes this limitation. Active networks have been 91 filaments with one active connector (Fig. 1C ). This approach is valid for sparsely 94 connected networks in which only a few motors are active, but physiological 95 networks must be well connected to exert force. In other words, the network should 96 be elastically percolated, and there must exist continuous paths through which 97 tension can be transmitted between any pair of distant points (Dasanayake et al., 98 2011) . Specifically, we assumed that filaments are connected to at least two other 99 filaments of the network. Focusing on one of these filaments ( Fig. 1D ), we see that 100
the section of the filament between two connectors acts as a mechanical bridge 101 between two points of the network. If the connectors are immobile, or if they both 102 move in the same direction at the same speed, their distance remains constant, the 103 section of the filament between them does not change in length, and the bridge is 104 neutral (Fig. 1E ). By contrast, if the two connectors move towards each other, the bridge exerts a contractile stress, whereas if they move apart, this produces an 106 expansile stress ( Fig. 1E ). 107
To predict if the whole network will contract or expand, we sum up the effects 108 of all mechanical bridges in the network. To do this, we first list all the possible 109 configurations for two connector subunits bound to a filament (shown below for 110 two specific examples). For each configuration, we then calculate / , where is 111 the distance between the two connectors measured along the filament. This 112 ), which can be 115 calculated from the concentrations of components in the system, the binding and 116 unbinding rate of the subunits, and other characteristics of the network (see 117
Supplemental Information). We also distinguish the case where the filaments are 118 rigid and can support expansile stress from the case where the filaments are flexible 119 such that they buckle under compression. In the latter case, filament buckling spoils 120 part or all of the expansile forces ( Fig. 1E ), and we thus discard the contribution of 121 To develop the theory, we first applied it to a much studied model of 127 cytoskeletal activity, that of actomyosin contraction, which has also been 128 bivalent motors moving at speed and passive crosslinkers ( Fig. 2A ). The 133 crosslinker is composed of two identical subunits that may bind anywhere on the 134 filaments, and that remain immobile until they detach. There are four possible ways 135 to arrange the two types of connectors on a filament ( Fig. 2A ). Their likelihood 136 depends on / and 0 , the probability of one or more motors and the probability 137 of one or more crosslinkers being bound at an intersection of filaments, 138 respectively. Two of the configurations are neutral in outcome: those with two 139 motors and those with two crosslinkers. The other configurations are active and 140 involve a motor and a crosslinker ( Fig. 2A ). There are two symmetric configurations 141 with opposite outcomes. In one, the motor and the crosslinker approach each other 142 at speed − , and in the other they move apart at speed . They have an equal 143 likelihood that is proportional to / 0 1 − 0 , reflecting that one of the crossings 144
should have at least one motor and no crosslinkers, with a likelihood / 1 − 0 , 145 while the second crossing should have at least a crosslinker, with or without motor, 146
carrying a likelihood 0 . The net sum over the effects of all configurations in this example is null, and this predicts that a system made of rigid filaments that remain 148 straight should neither contract nor expand. Contractile and expansile 149 configurations cancel each other out, as found previously in the case where only 150 motors were considered (Kruse and Jülicher, 2000). If the filament buckles, 151 however, the expansile configuration will not be able to drive network expansion 152 If the filaments are semi-flexible, which is the case for F-actin, with a rigidity 162 of 0.075 pN µm 2 , the contribution of expansile configurations may not always be 163 negligible, since a filament may or may not buckle depending on the length over 164 which it is compressed. Therefore, to be able to predict the behavior of a network, 165 it is necessary to know the conditions under which filaments buckle. 166
For an empirical assessment of this effect, we thus simulated networks in 167 which the length and density of the filaments, and the number of crosslinkers and molecular motors were systematically varied. For this, we used Cytosim, an Open 169
Source simulation engine that is based on Brownian Dynamics (Nedelec and 170
Foethke, 2007). In brief, each filament is represented by a set of equidistant points, 171 subject to bending elasticity (Fig. 3A ). Crosslinkers and motors are represented by 172 diffusing point-like particles, which bind stochastically to neighboring filaments 173 ( Fig. 3CD ). Connectors with a stiffness k are formed when motors or crosslinkers are 174 bound with their two subunits (Fig. 3E ). The movement of motors follows a linear 175 force-speed relationship ( Fig. 3F ). For simplicity, the unbinding rate is constant for 176 this study, and a motor reaching the end of a filament immediately unbinds ( Fig.  177 3G). Given a random network as initial condition, Cytosim simulates the movement 178 of all the filaments in the system, and a contraction rate is extracted automatically 179
(Supplemental Information C). 180
Guided by the results of many simulations, we concluded that network 181 contraction depends on the ratio between the mesh size 4 and the threshold 182 distance 5 above which buckling occurs, which in turn can be calculated from the 183 filament rigidity and the maximum force exerted by the motor (Supplemental 184 Information D). If 4 < 5 , then any filament segment of length 5 will be intersected 185
filaments. If any of these intersections is bridged by a crosslinker, this 186 fixes the filament laterally and prevents it from buckling under the force of the 187 motor(s) and crosslinker positioned at its ends. From these considerations, we can 188 calculate the probability for a filament segment to buckle as / 0 1 − 0 8 9 ( Fig.  189 2C), where 1 − 0 8 9 is the probability that none of the intersections between the 190 motor and the crosslinkers are bridged by a crosslinker (Supplemental Information 191 D). The theory predicts a dependence of the contraction rate on the number of 192 connectors for a variety of conditions ( Fig. S12-S14 ). For cases where the density 193 of filaments is low, the contraction rate also depends on the contribution from a 194 mechanism that has been anticipated long ago (Weisenberg and Cianci, 1984) . In 195 this configuration (Fig. 7H ), a motor acts on an intersection that is already 196 connected by a crosslinker, producing a contractile force by 'zippering' two 197 filaments. For a network containing bivalent motors and bivalent crosslinkers, the 198 dependence of contractility on the number of these connectors is thus predictable 199 from first principles. 200 201
Networks of Rigid Filaments Can Contract or Expand 202
We next explored systems composed of rigid filaments such as microtubules. 203
Because some molecular motors are associated with microtubule ends in nature, 204
we investigated the behavior induced by connectors comprised of motors and end-205 binding subunits ( Fig. 4) . As predicted by the theory (Fig. 4A ), the simulations 206 showed that the system is expansile if plus-end directed motors are combined with To probe the general applicability of the theory, we simulated networks with 218 mixtures of connectors containing 5 different types of subunits ( Fig. 1B) . A subunit 219
can bind, and then either remain bound at the initial position, or move. Non-moving 220 binders may be of a type that can bind anywhere on the filament, or they may be 221 restricted in their binding to a region near the plus or the minus end. Moving 222 elements (motors) can bind anywhere, but can be of two types, those moving to the 223 plus and those moving to the minus end. By combining any two of these subunits, crosslinkers are also present, and neutral otherwise. We then simulated such a 246 system of actin-like filaments and mini-filaments composed of a rigid backbone of 247 length 0.5µm with a motor subunit at each end. The results confirmed the predicted 248 behaviors ( Fig. 6B and 6C ), suggesting that the theory can be applied to 249 heterogeneous networks. It is tempting to think that the approach can also be 250 The theory we present here predicts the initial evolution of a network from 290 the properties of its connectors. We have confirmed these predictions with 291 simulations for all tested conditions. The model implemented in the simulation is 292 intentionally minimalistic, as subunit binding, unbinding and filament turnover 293 occurred at constant rates and independently of other events. All simulations where done in 2D, and did not consider steric interactions between the filaments, which 295 in 2D would induce artifacts. We expect our theoretical arguments to hold also for 296 other types of networks such as filament bundles or 3D networks. However, the 297 calculation presented in the supplemental information depends on the geometry 298 of the network, and would need to be revised to apply to these different conditions. 299
Our analytical prediction of network behavior was based on the characteristics of 300 the connectors but did not include physical parameters such as the viscosity of the 301 medium. Rather than an absolute contraction rate, this theory predicts the relative 302 contraction rates of two networks when the parameters of the connectors (numbers, 303 types, binding rates, unbinding rates) are different between them. Such a 304 prediction is immediately valuable, as it can be readily tested experimentally by 305 systematically varying the concentration of both motors and crosslinkers in 306 reconstituted in vitro networks. 307
For a system containing crosslinkers and bivalent motors (Fig. 2) , our analysis 308 indicates that the `active' contractile configurations involve both a crosslinker and a 309 motor. We thus expect these two types of activities always to be found in a 310 contractile system. However, we note that in an in vitro experimental system, the 311 assumedly pure preparation of motors that is added may in fact contain damaged 312 'dead' motor proteins that act as passive connectors. Nevertheless, addition of 313 crosslinkers indeed dramatically enhances the effect of myosin, a phenomenon 314 observed more than 50 years ago (Ebashi and Ebashi, 1964) . For 2D networks ( Our theory also explains that under the action of myosin VI, a branched network 319 made with Arp2/3, which represents an example of a connector combining end-320 binding and side-binding activities together, is more contractile than a network 321 connected by crosslinkers binding anywhere along the filaments (Ennomani et al., 322 2016) . This is because, as myosin VI is directed to the pointed end, the configuration 323 involving a crosslinker bound to the pointed end (Arp2/3) is always contractile. 324
Thus, at equal levels of connectivity, a network made with Arp2/3 is more 325 contractile than a network made with a non-specific crosslinker, and less contractile 326 than a network made with only end-to-end crosslinkers. 327
Because we focused on the initial behavior of a network, it seemed justified 328 to ignore mechanisms that regulate the characteristics of the cell cortex, for instance 329 its thickness. We used however simulations to explore the effects of filament 330 turnover (Fig. 6DE ). The fact that introducing filament turnover was sufficient to 331 induce pulsing in all the contractile scenarios leads to the surprising conclusion that 332 pulsatility is an intrinsic behavior of contractile networks of non-stable filaments, 333
and that no other external elements are necessary. This of course does not mean 334 that in the natural biological situation there may not be regulatory elements 335 superimposed on the underlying mechanism that suppress or enhance pulsing (Nishikawa et al., 2017) . Pulsing is seen only over a certain range of filament 337 lifetimes ( Fig. 6D ), indicating that one such regulatory input could be via the 338 stability of filaments: for example, stabilizing filaments should, according to our Importantly, our theory unifies ideas previously proposed for various 347 biological systems, and we will discuss now how various mechanisms giving rise to 348 contraction or extension fit within the new theory ( Fig. 7) . 349
In the sarcomeres found in striated muscles, myosin II mini-filaments pull on 350 filaments arranged in an anti-parallel manner (Fig. 7A) . This system can be seen as 351 containing two types of connectors: a passive one linking the barbed ends of the 352 filament, and a motor directed towards the barbed end. Three possible 353 combinations can be made with these two connectors (Fig. 7, right column) . In the 354 absence of any expansile configuration, the system is bound to always be 355 contractile. A sarcomeric system is highly ordered, but less organized systems 356 made of the same subunits, for example bipolar filaments that are discussed for smooth muscles (Fig. 7B ) or a fully disorganized system (Fig. 5A, fourth column) are 358 also contractile. 359
For a system in which the crosslinkers are not restricted to binding to the 360 filament ends, but can bind anywhere along the length (Fig. 7C) One popular mechanism to explain the contraction of microtubule networks 366 ( Fig. 7D) does not require filament bending, but involves a motor that has an affinity 367 for the end of the filaments (Hyman and Karsenti, 1996; Nedelec et al., 1997) . 368
Because the motor walks towards the end, where it may be transiently trapped, 369 configurations are contractile or neutral, but never expansile, and the entire 370 network itself is therefore contractile (Foster et al., 2015) . Looking at the set of 371 configurations (Fig. 7, right column) , the similarity of this mechanism with 372 sarcomeric contractility (Fig. 7AB) is noticeable. In the case of the end-dwelling 373 motor, however, the same molecular type is involved in generating the active and 374 neutral end-binding connections. 375
Although we did not consider filament disassembly in this study, we would 376 suggest that the theory can be applied also to this situation. For example, a 377 molecule that tracks and remains bound to the depolymerizing end of a filament ( Fig. 7E ) will reduce the distance between itself and a connector located elsewhere 379 on the filament, thereby creating a pulling force. By calculating the likelihood of 380 such a configuration, one may be able to predict the overall contractility of the 381 network. We also did not consider filament elongation, which is a prominent 382 mechanism by which actin networks expand, but identify conditions where, even 383 without this mechanism, a network can increase its surface area. 384
A system with expansile configurations will extend if the filaments are 385 sufficiently rigid to resist buckling, which is more likely to be the case for 386 microtubules than for actin. A mitotic spindle is a complicated structure, which can 387 be found in multiple states. In most cells metaphase corresponds to a steady state 388 in which contractile contributions must on average compensate expansile ones. In 389
Xenopus laevis, contraction is driven by the motor minus-end directed Dynein 390 (Foster et al., 2015) while expansion is driven by the plus-end motor Kinesin5 391 (Needleman and Brugués, 2014). When anaphase is induced, this balance is broken 392 leading to spindle elongation, and chromosome segregation. For the sake of the 393 argument, we consider here that the spindle at anaphase is purely driven by 394 kinesin5, and thus assume only two types of connectors ( Fig. 7F) : passive 395 complexes containing the protein NuMA, which connect the minus-ends of 396 microtubules at the spindle poles, and plus-end directed motors connecting 397 adjacent, antiparallel microtubules. Since Kinesin5 walks away from the minus-398 ends, the configurations are symmetric to the sarcomeric systems (Fig. 7A) , and expand the anaphase spindle. A disorganized network made of the same 400 connectors is also expansile (Fig. 4B) . 401
Additional expansile microtubule systems can be found in blood platelets 402 and their progenitor cells, the megakaryocytes. During pro-platelet generation, the 403 microtubules assemble into bundles that elongate, and this elongation is 404 dependent on the activity of the molecular motors Dynein (Patel, 2005) . In the 405 mature platelets, microtubules are organized into a closed circular bundle, and this 406 bundle must be able to resist contractile forces as it pushes outward on the plasma 407 membrane. It was recently reported that the microtubule ring elongates after 408 platelet activation, in a manner that is dependent on microtubules motors, but we 409 lacked until now a microscopic picture of the elongation mechanism (Diagouraga 410 et al., 2014). Our systematic exploration of random networks (Fig. 5) suggests 411 different scenarios that could explain why the system is expansile. Beyond the 412 relevance to these in vivo systems, it will be exciting to follow these principles to 413 create expansile networks of microtubules in vitro, since end-binders are available 414 to synthetic biologists. 415
Finally, in a system where the symmetry provides an equal number of 416 contractile and expansile configurations, any imbalance in the probabilities of these 417 configurations may lead to overall contraction or expansion (Gao et al., 2015) . 418
Following this principle, we can suggest here an explanation for the expansile 419 sufficiently processive, they may run a distance that is comparable to the length of 421 the filament, and in this case their distribution along the length of the filament will 422 be non-uniform (Fig. 7G) . This effect has been called the antenna effect (Varga et 423 al., 2006) , and arises as a consequence of the motility, in a situation where binding 424 has the same probability at every position of the filament. A plus-end directed 425 motor would accumulate towards the plus ends of microtubules (Fig. 7G ). In the 426 presence of crosslinkers, such an effect will increase the likelihood of the expansile 427 configurations, and lower the likelihood of the contractile configurations, thus 428 promoting expansion. It is interesting to note that even if the motors were directed 429 towards the minus-end of microtubules, the antenna effect would still lead to a bias 430 in favor of expansion. The net imbalance will depend on the biophysical properties 431 of the motors (speed, unbinding rate), and the length of the microtubules, and 432 could provide tunable expansibility for networks made in vivo with microtubules 433 (Sanchez et al., 2012) . 434
In conclusion, our theory offers a framework for elementary mechanisms of 435 expansion or contraction. It is a starting point for further exploration, since in its 436 current state, the theory does not explain all the phenomena observed in 437 simulations. In particular, for very flexible filaments a configuration involving two 438 connectors starting from the same point of contact between two filaments seems to 439 contribute to contraction (Fig. 7H ). In this case, the connectors can pull the network 440 together, even though the distance between them is growing. This interesting effect, which is analogous to a zipper, can only be understood by considering two 442 filaments and two connectors, whereas our theory considered one filament and two 443 connectors. Because this effect only contributes little in most cases (see 444
Supplemental Information D5), the theory is still able to make accurate predictions, 445 even for complex systems (Fig. 5BC) . Mathematically, the theory could be 446 understood as providing a first-order approximation of the exact contractile rate. 447
From the theoretical framework presented here, with its clear predictions, 448 perhaps a classification of the different types of active networks found in nature will 449 emerge. Our approach may also inspire novel avenues for synthetic filament 450 networks with enhanced functionalities. 451
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We are thankful to EMBO and EMBL for support, in particular for its high-458 performance computing services. We thank members of the Leptin and Nedelec connectors present on filaments. The sarcomeric (A) and the analogous 740 mechanism involving bipolar filaments (B) have a barbed-end directed multivalent 741 motor acting on filaments that are connected at their pointed ends by molecular complexes that act as connectors. These systems are always contractile because 743 there are only two active configurations: one involving two motors, which is 744 neutral, and one with a motor and an end-binder, which is contractile since the 745 motor always moves towards the end binder. 746
The buckling-dependent mechanism (C) leads to contractility because the 747 flexibility of the filament spoils the expansile configuration. Thus, if the filaments 748 are sufficiently flexible, the net effect will be contractile (see Fig. 2 ). 749
In systems containing only end-dwelling multivalent motors (D), the motors 750 generate contraction without added passive connectors, because they eventually 751 come to a halt at the end of the filament and thereby act as end-binding 752 connectors. Configurations involving a motor halted at the end, and a motor 753 moving towards this end along the same filament result in contraction. Note that 754 since in this mechanism no configuration is expansile, and the net effect is always 755 contractile, irrespective of filament buckling. 756
A connector with a subunit that binds to a disassembling end of a filament (E) 757 generates only one active configuration which is always contractile, even in the 758 absence of motors. In this example, the end-tracker binds to the barbed end, and 759 moves towards the pointed end by tracking a depolymerizing end (or inducing its 760 disassembly). 761 (F) A mitotic spindle at anaphase may be considered as a network held together 762 by multivalent plus-end directed motors from the Kinesin5 family, and by factors connecting the microtubule minus ends at the spindle pole. With these two types 764 of connectors, the configurations involving two connectors are neutral, passive, or 765 expansile. 766 (G) A system can be made expansile by the "antenna effect", because motors 767 acquire an asymmetric distribution profile along the filaments. In the presence of 768 this effect, contractile configurations are less likely than expansile ones, and the 769 overall system can become expansile as a consequence. 770 (H) Some mechanisms of contraction involve two connectors acting on more than 771 one filaments. In the case depicted here, two crossing filaments will be "zipperred 772 together", by a pair of connectors moving apart. This configuration is able to 773 create a contractile force dipole in the direction perpendicular to the filaments. ...uniform ...highest at the plus-end Fig. 7 
